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There are 6 basic steps to framing exterior walls:
6) Plumb and Brace wall.

5) Stand wall
and nail to deck.

⑥

⑤
1) Layout plates,
gather material.

④

①

③
②

2) Frame wall
flat on the deck.

3) Push wall to chalkline,
square it, and tack it down.

4) Install
sheathing.

Double check that all plates
are labeled (on both plates).

Determine which wall(s)
you want to build first.

Separate the plates, making sure not to switch the
orientation, and lay them out parallel about 8’ apart.

Set windows and doors in place.
• Make sure that “feet” point
toward the edge of the house
and headers point toward the
middle of the deck.
• If the edges of the component
don’t line up perfectly with the
pencil lines on the plates, center
the component in the space.

Inspect and tighten up components
before installing. Sometimes during
transport they loosen up.

Set any exterior corners in place.
• Always double check the orientation.

Set studs in place.
• Crown all studs.
• Any curves should point up.
(Remember: rainbow up)

Attach all components to the plates.

Each 2x6 contacting the plate should get (3)
16d nails to attach it.
• Make sure the faces of all framing members
are flush.
– Uneven framing makes hanging drywall very difficult.

• Make sure the edges of all studs/components
align with the squared layout lines.
– Crooked framing makes installing blocking and
drywall very difficult.

Start on one plate at a time so
that everyone is hammering in the
same direction instead of pushing
each other back and forth.

Cripples
Install cripples above/below
windows and doors.

Cripples under windows
come with components.
•

Knock them loose and
install on 2’ layout.

Cripples above windows/doors do not come with the component.
• Cut them out of the freshest available scrap – these split very easily.
• Install cripples above structural headers with (4) 8d nails (16d nails
will split these small pieces).

• Double check that all components are in the
correct location and completely nailed in.
• Push the outside edge of the bottom plate to
the red chalk line where it will sit when raised.
If there isn’t room to square the wall where it
will stand, snap a blue line on the subfloor for
the bottom plate to ensure it’s perfectly straight.

• Measure and mark 5 ½” on the edge of
the plate, and push wall left/right until
this line sits exactly on the red chalk line.

• Tack the bottom plate to the subfloor using 8d or
16d nails approx. every 4’ (every other stud bay).
– These should be toenailed on the inside of the wall,
not on the outside (under the plate).

Remember the basics of squaring:

Move the top plate THIS way

• Pull diagonal measurements in both
directions.
• When they’re the same, the wall is square.

In order to be accurate, be consistent!
• It doesn’t matter if you read the top or
bottom of the tape – as long as you read it
the same each time.
• It doesn’t matter what corner you hold the
tape to – as long
as you hold it to
the same corner
each time.

Move the top plate THIS way

Once it’s perfectly square, tack the top plate to the subfloor using
8d or 16d nails approx. every 6’ (every third stud bay).
•

These should be toenailed on the outside of the wall, not on the inside.

Why are the plates tacked down differently?
The nails in the bottom plate stay in place as we
stand the wall. They keep it from sliding too far off of

The nails in the top plate have to be
pulled out before we can stand the

the red chalk lines. As we raise the wall, some of
these nails will get pulled out, but that’s okay. If we
put these nails on the outside of the plate, they would
be in the way of the plate sitting tight on the subfloor.

wall. If we put them on the inside of
the plate, the sheathing would cover
them and we couldn’t pull them out.

Intro to Exterior Sheathing
• Exterior sheathing is most commonly 7/16” thick OSB.
• It is almost always 4’ wide.
• It can be 8’, 9’, or 10’ long (depending on wall heights
and first- or second-story usage).

Purpose of Exterior Sheathing
• The main purpose of exterior sheathing is for
shear strength. In that sense, it is like bracing.
– Shear forces push in opposite directions from the sides.
– So without shear strength, walls would collapse—or at
least rack (get pushed out of square).

• Sheathing also ties together framing systems.
In that sense, it is like strapping.
– By overlapping one sheet of sheathing over two walls at
a corner, we tie them securely together.
– By nailing wall sheathing to rimboard and sill plate, we
tie the first floor walls securely to the subfloor.

What is OSB?
OSB is Oriented Strand Board. It’s
different from plywood, and stronger
for our purposes.
Plywood has 3 to 5 layers of thin
wood veneer alternating exactly 90°
from each other.
OSB can have up to 50 layers of
wood chips, oriented in all directions,
compressed and glued together.
Compared to plywood it is denser,
has no soft spots, and has better
shear strength. It is also more
resource-efficient and affordable.

Determine the placement of the board, based
on overlap of subfloor and other stories.

For single-story homes:
• Hang OSB exactly 1 ½” over the top plate.
• This will make it the perfect height after
double top plate installation but won’t
interfere with truss installation.

For two-story homes:
• Ensure that OSB on first floor overhangs
top plate at least 3” so that it can tie first
floor walls into second-story subfloor.
• Ensure that OSB on second floor
overhangs top plate by exactly 1 ½” for
double top plate.

On short corners (that butt into another exterior wall) skip the first and last panels.

This will be installed after the walls are stood and will
permanently tie the two walls together from the exterior.

Seal all points where sheathing touches lumber with caulk/panel adhesive.
All studs/cripples in
the middle of the sheet

This includes:

Bottom
plate

Full perimeters of
any windows/doors

The inside edge of the studs
the sheet begins and ends on

Top plate

Any cripples and headers

Note: Do not caulk the bottom plate under doors. This threshold will be cut out later.

Best Practice:
Measure and mark on top and bottom plates every 4’ so volunteers can easily see
where to start and stop caulking – especially around windows and doors. Caulk that
begins to cure before sheathing is installed won’t properly seal the gaps, and caulk that
dries completely before sheathing is installed will interfere with laying the sheet down.

Lay the panel of OSB in place and tack it down.

Face up: All stamped specs
should face down.
Any stripes should face up.

1) Lay the sheet on the wall as close to
where it should sit as possible. (Sliding
the piece around after setting down will
smear the caulk off.)

2) Use a block or tape
measures to ensure
overhang is correct.

3) Ensure the edges of the sheet are
centered on the studs.

4) Tack one corner at a time, and
pivot the sheet slightly on that
first corner if necessary.

Completely cover windows and doors with OSB sheets.
• Measure and mark the location of the window/door
corners if the sheet will cover the entire opening.
• Cover the opening and tack sheet down.
•

Have volunteers put as many nails as possible in
top/bottom plates and studs before cutting out opening.
– Avoid nailing the perimeter of the opening until after the
opening is cut out. It’s easier to see the edges after it is cut, and
nail heads often interfere with the circular saw’s guards.
– Do not nail the sheathing to the bottom plate under doors.

Note: Don’t stand or put significant weight on
overhanging OSB at edges or window/door openings.

Use safe plunge-cut techniques to cut out the perimeter of the window/doors.
Right: Stand off the
piece as you cut it.

Plunge cuts: Set the front deck on OSB and lift back
deck until blade is not touching OSB. Pull the blade
guard back and align the blade with chalk line. Pull
the trigger and slowly lower blade through the OSB.

Once the window/door is cut out, have
volunteers nail the entire perimeter.
Double check that all jacks/kings and
headers have been completely nailed off.

Use 8d nails as spacers between sheets.
• Tack a nail into the top and bottom of the stud or plate tight to the
previous piece of sheathing.
• Push the next piece of sheathing up tight to this nail.
• Double-check the overhang and that the sheet edge is centered on a stud.
• You can remove one or both nails to correct the sheet if it is crooked or
doesn’t land in the center of the stud.

Why a spacer?
OSB, like all lumber products, will expand in higher temperatures/humidity and contract in lower
temperatures/humidity. OSB sheets are actually 47 ⅞” wide, to allow space for this expansion to occur.
If we don’t use a spacer, the sheets won’t land in the center of studs later in the wall, and on the
finished home the sheets will buckle when they expand.

Nail Spacing

Normal panels:
• Every 6” on seams
(all edges of panels,
windows, and doors)

• Every 12” in field
(studs in the middle
of the panel)

Normal shear panels:
All panels at edges of building
• Every 4” everywhere
(seams and field)

Special shear panels:
Are sometimes called out specifically on plans.
• Follow all specs on plan details, including type of
sheathing, type of fastener, and fastener spacing.

For walls longer than 40’:
• Designate one panel within
40’ of corner to be a shear
panel. Use the same OSB,
but follow 4” nail spacing.

Best Practice:
Mark sheets to
help volunteers
remember any
changes in nailing
patterns.

Best Practice:
Help volunteers mark common nail spacing (4”, 6”, and 8”) on their hammer
handles. Then they can use the hammer as a spacing guide as they nail.

Before standing the wall:
• Trim any sheathing that is too long at top/bottom plates.
• Double-check nailing patterns. It’s much easier to add nails now than later from ladders.
• All studs (including Kings) nailed from top to bottom plate.
• Top and Bottom Plates nailed along the full wall.
• Perimeter of windows/doors nailed completely.

Best Practice:
Look under
sheathing at
top/bottom
overhang to be
sure nails didn’t
miss plates.

• Jack studs fully nailed.
• Cripples all nailed.

Always check for obstacles as you install sheathing and before standing walls.
For Example:

All of these pipes would be
in the way of the sheathing
overhang, and would hold
up standing the wall.

So leave this
panel of OSB off
and install after
the wall is up.

For Example:

You can also notch the sheathing around the obstacles before standing the wall.
(Install those cut-aways right after wall is stood to save re-cutting and patching later.)

Always notch around porches/concrete steps before standing wall!
Leave a 1” gap between OSB and concrete.

Gather Materials:
• A-frame stepladder • Extra 2x4s and “feet”
• Caulk / sealant
for temporary bracing
• Sledgehammer
• Wall level

Prep the wall:
• Pull all temporary nails holding the top plate
to the subfloor.
• Using a crowbar or hammer, lift the top plate
slightly and slide scrap lumber pieces under.
(This way volunteers can easily and safely get
their hands under the framing of the wall.)

Prep the bracing:
Where possible, attach
2x4 bracing (with one
16d nail) so that it raises
with the wall, already
attached.

Prep the floor:
• Sweep the subfloor where the
plate will sit – make sure there
are no nails/rocks/debris there.
• Run a bead of caulk along this
edge, to seal bottom plate to
subfloor. Don’t caulk under doors!

Prep the team:
• Clearly communicate how the wall will be lifted and held in place.
• Explain how to lift carefully (knees not back!)
• Stress that no one lets go of the raised wall until you tell them to.
• Assign each wall-plumbing and bracing task to a specific volunteer.

Establish a No-Walk-or-Work Zone:
• Determine the safety zones. If the wall
you are about to raise were to tip in
the other direction, where would it
fall? Cordon off that entire area.
• Post a spotter to ensure no one walks
into this zone. If it is a large area, or
your spotter can’t see all potential
entrances at once, post more than one
spotter.

Never risk standing a wall
in windy conditions.
No-Walk-or-Work Zone

• Never risk standing a wall in windy conditions.
• Post at least one person to ensure no one walks or works
in the area on the other side of the wall being raised.
Have volunteers spread out evenly across the top of the wall.

Show them how to grip the
wall by framing, not sheathing
(which will break).

Give a count to lead volunteers in raising the wall.
Encourage slow, steady movement up until the wall is
basically vertical. Remind everyone to keep their grip
on the wall until you tell them they can release it.

First, secure the bottom of the wall.
• Ensure the inside edge of the bottom plate is exactly on the red line.
– Use a sledgehammer from the outside to persuade it in, if necessary.
• Always hit framing with the sledge (bottom plate is ideal).
• Never let it hit unbraced sheathing in the wall – it will go through.
• Nail wall to subfloor using two 16d nails in each stud bay.
– If wall is parallel to joists, nail within 1” of sheathing to hit rimboard.
– If wall is perpendicular to joists, put two nails through bottom plate
into each joist.

Next, secure the top of the wall.
• Begin attaching bracing.
– Attach top of brace to wall. When possible, attach to
the inside of window/door trimmers – they’re less
likely to be in the way of standing interior walls.
– Attach “foot” to floor. Always secure both ends of
bracing feet to framing.
• If parallel to joists, nail it directly to the joist. If
perpendicular to joists, span two and ensure all nails
hit framing.

Continue securing the top of the wall.
Plumb the wall at every brace.
• Starting at one end of the wall and using
an extended wall level, adjust top of wall
until perfectly plumb at each brace you
install.
Secure bracing.
• When wall is perfectly plumb, secure the
bottom of the brace to the foot.
• Ensure there are at least (2) 16d nails
securely holding bracing to framing.
Release volunteers.
• Once a volunteer has bracing secured on
each side, he/she can let go.

Brace at least every 10’.

How many braces?

Brace every corner.
If connected to an
adjoining wall, brace
across the top of both.

Stud-length diagonal braces must
be spaced no more than 10’ apart
on any exterior wall until secondstory joists or trusses are installed
and fully sheathed.
Best practice:
Leave 10’ between
edge of floor and brace
to frame next wall.

For long walls, use 16’ long braces.
For walls over 30’ long, use at least one 16’ brace to
reinforce (if not yet connecting to another wall).

Brace every corner.
If there are no other walls attached to it yet,
brace top edge of wall down to rimboard.

Standing short walls inside existing long walls
Standing these walls can be tricky – by design
they only just fit in the space where you built
them. To make the process easier:
• Trade 16’ braces at long wall corners
(which will get in the way of sheathing) for
stud-length bracing. Angle this bracing to fit
within the 4’ area of skipped sheathing on
the short wall.
• Push the top of the already-stood walls just
slightly out of plumb so that the short wall
will have room to raise between them.
• Temporarily remove any bracing across
windows that wall will pass while raising.
• Have an A-frame ladder ready to brace
across the top of the corner when both are
square and plumb.

Best practice:
Use a clamp to
hold corner
together while
volunteers
fasten walls.

Connect corner framing of both
walls with 16d nails 1’ apart.

Once a wall is stood, plumbed, and braced – make it safe to work around.
• Barricade windows

– Every window on every floor needs to be securely barricaded,
unless actively being used as an access or material handling
point.
– Barricade should be between 40” and 46” from the floor.
– Use 2x4 lumber or greater – never use OSB or composite
material.
– Use pairs of 16d nails at each end, and ensure all hit framing.
– Volunteers can install this bracing, but staff supervisors are
responsible for verifying that it is adequate and secure.

• Barricade openings

– After walls are stood and braced, any openings in the
sheathing which could result in a fall of 3’ or greater must also
be barricaded (unless actively being used as an access point).

• Mark braces

– If any braces span a walkway or common work area and/or
pose a risk of someone walking into them, spray them with
high visibility orange paint.

3) Lift piece into place (have someone on a
ladder inside to guide and support top).

1) Measure and cut
piece to fit.

5) Nail completely
before caulk/
sealant cures.

2) Apply caulk /sealant to
all framing faces that
will touch sheathing.

4) Ensure piece fits and all edges land
on framing – then tack into place.

Don’t forget to check
for shear panel
nailing patterns!

After sheathing is installed, mitigate these common trip hazards:

Fold up any tie-down
straps and nail into place
following manufacturer
specifications.

Fold up any flashing at concrete
and nail over sheathing into
framing. Fold over door threshold
temporarily, if necessary.

